Introduction
The metal salts of the family A,MX, (A = an alkali metal, M = a transition metal or polyvalent ion, and X = a halogen) usually crystallize at room temperature into the cubic antifluorite structure of space group Fm3m or No. 225 Oz. Depending upon chemical composition, some members of this family undergo structural phase transitions as the temperature is lowered and change into a phase of lower symmetry, while other members show no hint of a transition.",2'
In general, transition temperatures are shifted to lower values with increasing size of the cations and decreasing size of the hydrogen ligand. In some of the salts, the transitions involve the small-angle librations of the MXi-octahedra, and in others the transitions lead to distortions of the cubic lattice without a coupling to the octahedral rotations." 3, In K,ReCl,, the transition at 109 K from cubic to the tetragonal structure is the diplacive type driven by soft rotational modes. '4,5' ' To whom correspondence should be sent The substitution of the ammonium ion, either NH,+ or ND;, for the alkali metal leads to the introduction of additional librational degrees of freedom. In these (NH,),MX, compounds, the structural phase transition is either suppressed or the transition temperature is lowered by the tetrahedral symmetry of the ammonium ion.'3' In addition, when polyatomic anions are present, the distribution of charge on the anion over several atoms weakens the electrostatic attraction between any of these atoms and a hydrogen of an ammonium ion. This results in a low barrier height for rotation of either the NH,+ or ND:.
The stable cubic phase (6' of ammonium hexafluorosilicate (NH,),SiF, shows no transition in its crystal structure below room temperature and its heat capacity is without an anomaly from 25 K to 300 K.'7' The barrier to rotation of the NH: is 1107 K based on n.m.r. results"' or 16 16 K from heat capacities."' The heat capacity of the deuterated analogue (ND,),SiF,, also without anomaly from 6 K to 343 K. yields a librational wavenumber of 122 cm ' for the ND,+ ion."" By comparison, the cubic (NH,),SnCl, is also without any phase transition between room temperature and 20 K, 'II) but has a much lower barrier to rotation of the ammonium ion which has been determined at 600 K to 740 K.'8.9.1z "I However, the heat capacity of (ND,),SnCl, shows a h-shaped anomaly around 244 K. Whether its high-temperature cubic structure changes as the temperature is lowered below 244 K is so far not known.""' An even lower barrier to rotation of the NH: of 342 K has been reported""' in (NH,),PtCl,.
As a result, interest has been attracted to determine the rotational potential of NH,+ in this compound," 6, ' ') as well as in related ammonium hexachlorides."" Heat-capacity results, a knowledge of which should assist in understanding the mechanism of molecular rotation, are unavailable for either (NH,),PtCl, or its deuterated analogue. It is of historical interest that ammonium hexachloroplatinate (NH,),PtCl, was the first coordination compound studied by X-ray diffraction. '19) At room temperature, it has an antifluorite-like structure of space group Fm3m (No. 225 0;) with four formula units in the face-centred cell and a, = 0.98580 nm.(20,21' Each NH,+ ion is coordinated with 12 equivalent Cl atoms at the corners of the unit cell and the hydrogen atoms within the NH: point towards empty corners as indicated in figure 1 . Rotation of the NH,+ is indicated around both a twofold and a threefold axis. We have measured the heat capacity of (NH&PtCI, from 6 K to 350 K by adiabatic calorimetry as part of our ongoing work with ammonium salts. and the results are described below.
Experimental
The sample of (NH,),PtCl, was supplied by the Aldrich Chemical Company as 99.999 mass per cent pure according to the Certificate of Analysis. No other elements were detected by spectrographic trace analysis at the detection level of mass fraction 1 x 10e6. The finely divided yellow powder was used as supplied; there was no need to grind the sample further.
The Guinier-de Wolff diffraction pattern of our sample was in perfect agreement with the standard pattern for this compound: No. 7-218 as determined by the Joint Committee for Powder Diffraction Standards. '20) The structure is face-centred cubic at room temperature with a = (0.9856_+0.0001) nm. The molar heat capacity C,,, was measured from 6.3 K to 348 K in the Mark XIII adiabatic cryostat, which is an upgraded version of the Mark II cryostat described previously."2' A guard shield was incorporated to surround the adiabatic shield. A Leeds and Northrup capsule-type platinum resistance thermometer (laboratory designation A-5) was used for temperature measurements. The thermometer was calibrated at the U.S. National Bureau of Standards (N.B.S.) against the IPTS-1948 (as revised in 1960) (23) for temperatures above 90 K, against the N.B.S. provisional scale from 10 K to 90 K, and by the technique of McCrackin and Chang'24' below 10 K. These calibrations are judged to reproduce thermodynamic temperatures to within 0.03 K between 10 K and 90 K and within 0.04 K above 90 K.'25' Measurements of mass, current, potential difference, and time were based upon calibrations done at N.B.S. The acquisition of heat capacities was assisted'26*27' by a computer programmed for a series of determinations. During the drift periods, both the calorimeter temperature and its first and second derivatives of temperature with respect to time were recorded to establish the equilibrium temperatures of the calorimeter between the energy inputs. During energy inputs, the heater current and potential difference and the duration of the heating interval were obtained. Also recorded were the apparent heat capacity of the system including the calorimeter, heater, thermometer, and sample.
A gold-plated copper calorimeter (laboratory designation W-99) with four internal vertical vanes and a central entrant well for (heater + thermometer) was loaded with (NH,),PtCl,.
After loading, the calorimeter was evacuated and pumping was continued for several hours to ensure that moisture was no longer released from the sample. After addition of about 2.5 kPa (at 300 K) of helium gas to the vessel to facilitate thermal equilibration, it was then sealed by means of an annealed gold gasket tightly pressed on to the stainless-steel knife edge of the calorimeter top with a screw closure about 5 mm in diameter.
Buoyancy corrections were calculated on the basis of a crystallographic density of 3.077 g. cme3 derived from the unit cell edge of our sample. 
Results and discussion
The experimental molar heat capacities for (NH,),PtCl, are given in table 1. The standard errors in our heat capacity decrease from about 1 per cent at 10 K to less than 0.15 per cent at temperatures above 30 K. The heat capacity of the sample represented about (32 to 64) per cent of the measured total heat capacity.
A plot of C,,,/R against T from 6 K to 348 K is presented in figure 2 . The curve is smooth and without anomalies. It rises rapidly from T-0 to 250 K. At that temperature, the C,,/R value becomes 30.1 and increases more slowly over the next 10 K to a value of 32.0.
Special care was taken with respect to particle size and thermal history of our (NH,),PtCls sample in view of the hysteresis in C,,, encountered by other workers with various ammonium compounds, but not necessarily with ammonium hexachloroplatinate.
Reproducibilities of the heat-capacity values of NH,PF,, RbPF,, (NH,),SnCl,, K,SnCl,, and Rb,SnCl, were all found to be dependent on particle size, which in turn was affected by thermal history.'28.29' In an n.m.r. study of KPF, and RbPF,,t3" the temperature dependence of the fluorine resonance also depended on particle size and previous physical treatment. Reproducible results were obtained on samples in the form of fine powders. Those that were crystalline before their first cooling showed hysteresis and the process of cooling and warming broke up the crystallites into small particles thereby eliminating the effects of hysteresis. Our (NH,),PtCl, sample was supplied as a finely divided powder and it was cooled to 64 K, warmed to 113 K, and cooled again to 62 K before the heat-capacity results were begun. No hysteresis is apparent between the C,,, values in our multiple series of runs.
Integration of the smoothed values for heat capacity and for the enthalpy and entropy increments yielded the thermodynamic functions. Values of C,,,/R and the derived functions are presented at selected temperatures in table 2. The heat capacities of (NH,),PtCl, below 6 K were obtained by fitting our experimental values below 20 K to the limiting form of the Debye equation, with a plot of C,,JT3 against TZ extrapolated to T-0, shown in figure 3 . Such a plot is also useful for identifying any non-vibrational contributions to the heat capacity at low temperatures. Although the quantity measured calorimetrically is C,,,,,, it effectively equals C,, m for these solids. In addition, the correction of C,,, to C'",,,, which is needed for analysis of any heat-capacity results, is negligible at these low temperatures so that the heat capacity of our (NH,),PtCl, insulator, can be written as a power series: c p.m = C",, = aT3+bT5+cT7+....
Here, the coefficients a, b, and c are directly related to the corresponding power series for the frequency spectrum at low frequencies. '31) Thus as T 40, the lattice heatcapacity of the solid should become equal to that of an elastic continuum and can be described by the Debye "T3" law:
and 0; = (127c4Lk/5a)"3.
The 0: is the Debye characteristic temperature derived from heat capacities. In our figure 3 , in the region 36 < (T2/K2) < 400 {i.e. 6 < (T/K) < 201, the experimental heat capacities for (NH,),PtCl, follow a curve similar in shape to that for argon and suggest that only lattice vibrations make significant contributions to the heat capacity in this temperature range. Extrapolation of the points below T2 = 36 K2 in figure 3 to intercept the T2 = 0 axis at a/R gives 104u/R = (3.98 kO.13) K 3 or one A-symmetry state with nuclear spin I = 2, three degenerate T states with I = 1, and two degenerate E states with I = 0, and by applying the methods of Haupt'34' to the NH: group for spin-lattice relaxation in the presence of quantum-mechanical tunnelling through hindered barriers, a qualitative explanation of the proton relaxation in (NH,),PtC& is provided. For both (NH4)2PtCl, and (NH,),PtBr,, spin isomerism for NHf is necessary to explain the n.m.r. results, but tunnelling provides the dominant relaxation at the lowest temperatures studied only for (NH4),PtC1,.'33'
Tunnelling frequencies for the NH,f motion in the hexachlorides are too large for two-fold sinusoidal barriers. (r4) The NH: torsional motion in (NH,),PtCl, appears to be in box-like potentials'35' with reorientation over threefold barriers."@ The rotation of NH: about the three-fold axis is shown in figure 1 . Box-like potentials with minima away from the axes of symmetry were also found by neutron diffraction in the proton distribution in isostructural (NH4),SiF6.'36'
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